
studio in stockholm and then also while trying to pay off my taxes in uppsala but

03119:   "listening   to   the   music   being   played   repetitively   in   mikael   goralski 

digging"

walking  up  to  it  carrying  all  the  tools  and  freeing  it  from  the  snow  to  begin 

06137: "having the field covered in snow beside being almost summer and anyway 

to put all the tubes and material in order bringing it all in one pile"

digging the channels and fixing the parts left too steep by davide but also trying 

06136:   "left   completely   alone   from   davide   and   betta   now   working   still   hard 

letting him rest with elisebetta"

around   the   channels   making   the   excavation   more   smooth   and   working   very   hard 

with  him  trying  to  hasten  the  work  and  me  trying  to  at  least  remove  the  earth 

06135: "still working on the digging with davide and getting a bit in a conflict 

keeping us under surveillance while we kept on working"

installation but having now troubles with the hunter upset of the whole thing and 

down   the   channels   where   to   later   weld   down   the   metal   bars   of   the   mountain 

06134: "working hard with davide but also betta trying to at least manage to dig 

and relaxing feeling happy at last to hear i will have another son"

have my friends particularly davide helping me out and later taking a final break 

trying  to  block  the  construction  of  the  installation  but  also  feeling  happy  to 

out and later feeling rather disturbed about all the issues with the nearby hunter 

04121: "in the mountains working hard but feeling upset with my family cutting me 

to get them completely leveled"

the metal bars at thebas but constantly having to fix and remove and dig in order 

06133: "still working with davide on the cube installation now attempting to weld 

taking mostly lonely walks and seeing both humans and animals"

on  my  way  to  the  supermarket  and  while  staying  in  the  immigrant  neighborhood 

17100: "now back to sweden after the summer holiday in italy and observing clouds 

travel and students"

airplane trip to india such as a man with quite a carrier dropping everything to 

architect   with   some   apparent   big   connections   and   at   last   folk   met   during   my 

china   and   an   american   lady   running   a   cultural   center   in   venice   but   also   an 

venice like some chinese students on exchange in perugia asking me to exhibit in 

10127:  "folk   met   still   right   after   my   presentation   at   the   cini   foundation   in 

big hammer"

the first structure up in the air as soon as he got back with much fixing with the 

whole welding material alone with davide gone to a date and at trying to set up 

06132: "setting the first metal bars all alone and uploading and downloading the 



having to remove them and start digging again to put them in perfect level"

last lifting them all by myself and start to position them one by one and also 

level the entire ground to put all the bars and try to weld them together and at 

06141: "working much harder without mirko around and making it a point to a least 

post-editing on my laptop to clean the shapes"

installation  and  trying  to  keep  the  full  colour  palette  also  doing  quite  some 

07163:  "painting   executed   after   a   long   break   in   italy   working   at   my   mountain 

lift the stroller"

but this time with livia on my side taking the roads with less bridges where to 

monumentale before crossing into the ugly periphery and lastly filming in venice 

to  milan  and  discovering  the  new  area  and  filming  once  again  at  the  cimitero 

and walking across the city to get all the needed documents and later also going 

protest spending my remaining time in italy in vicenza applying for a new passport 

13181: "being told to stop building my mountain installation due to the hunters 

the whole ground much smoother together with the surrounding"

but at last digging very much on the western end of the cube installation making 

gay mirko seating on a side unable to help me and still having to listen to him 

06140: "still working really hard to level the ground of the installation with 

wheelbarrow down the field"

just making him do the least and trying to work hard carrying all the mud with the 

issues and also expecting me to comfort him without being able to do any work and 

installation  this  time  with  mirko  on  my  side  distracting  me  with  all  his  gay 

06139:  "still  snow  on  the  ground  and  still  working  to  level  the  base  of  the 

rocks to be removed"

managing to level the most of the installation north eastern corner with also much 

the  field  and  also  having  to  deal  still  with  the  melting  snow  but  nonetheless 

06138: "working hard filling the wheelbarrow with wet mud and downloading it down 

on the way to rotterdam"

listening to the playlist i created with oldies to listen in the car for example 

usual  songs  to  livia  and  listening  to  her  now  learning  to  sing  back  but  also 

being played in a mafia related one and then back in the netherlands singing the 

also spending time with august looking at him playing video-games with some songs 


